
The GLS Sport Utility Vehicle

Price List as of 01st July to 31st of August 2022



Welcome 

At Mercedes-Benz we appreciate the importance of detail. Over the following pages 
you’ll find model prices and a breakdown of standard and optional equipment, as 
well as details of the attractive finance offers and benefits that are available to every 
Mercedes-Benz driver. 

We have highlighted some of the best styling features both inside and out, some of 
the new technology features and some body styling options which all combine to 
give you a unique driving experience. To experience a full listing of what is available; 
please speak directly to your local Mercedes-Benz Dealer.

Of course, some things have to be experienced to be truly appreciated, such as the 
qualities that set a Mercedes-Benz apart, which is why we’d like to invite you for a 
test drive at your local Mercedes-Benz Dealership. Discover the location and the 
contact details of your local Mercedes-Benz Dealership at www.mercedes-benz.ie
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Price List 

Petrol 

Model Description Wheel size CO2 VRT Rate Road Tax CC BHP Price* 
GLS 450 4MATIC 19" 191 + 41.00% €2,400 2999 367 €148,920 
GLS 450 4MATIC Exclusive Interior 19" 191 + 41.00% €2,400 2999 367 €150,472 
GLS 450 4MATIC AMG Line 21" 191 + 41.00% €2,400 2999 367 €159,391 
MERCEDES-AMG GLS 63 4MATIC+ 21" 191 + 41.00% €2,400 3982 612 €246,545 
MERCEDES-MAYBACH GLS 600 4MATIC 22" 191 + 41.00% €2,400 3982 557 €280,700 

Diesel 

Model Description Wheel size CO2 VRT Rate Road Tax CC BHP Price* 
GLS 350 d 4MATIC  19" 191 + 41.00% €1,250 2925 286 €145,110 
GLS 350 d 4MATIC Exclusive Interior 19" 191 + 41.00% €1,250 2925 286 €146,662 
GLS 350 d 4MATIC AMG Line 21" 191 + 41.00% €1,250 2925 286 €155,581 
GLS 400 d 4MATIC         19" 191 + 41.00% €1,250 2925 330 €161,430 
GLS 400 d 4MATIC Exclusive Interior     19" 191 + 41.00% €1,250 2925 330 €162,982 
GLS 400 d 4MATIC AMG Line     21" 191 + 41.00% €1,250 2925 330 €171,901 

**Prices applicable to all models registered from 01st July to 31st August 2022.  Subject to availability. Terms & Conditions apply. Prices quoted do not include dealer and delivery related charges.
Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers.





The new GLS does full justice to the “S” in its name. Like no other car in the 
world, it combines the effortless agility of an SUV with the inner qualities of an 
S-Class. Climb aboard and discover exquisite luxury, tangible comfort and an
 unprecedented standard of exemplary safety.

The pinnacle of space and comfort 
is only to be found in the new GLS.





In the new GLS everything you see and touch adds up to a first-class experience. 
The fluid transitions, the stylish wood trim and the all-digital Widescreen Cockpit 
blend harmoniously into the superlative interior. As the first luxury-class Mercedes 
to feature the MBUX infotainment system, it also understands you better than  
ever before.

Climb aboard and  
revel in modern luxury.





Maximum comfort. 
And almost minimalist design.



The interior of the new GLS really is larger than life, with ample space for 
seven people. Each seat offers luxury-class comfort and an infotainment 
offering that even goes one better. The second row of seats is electrically 
adjustable and the third row is more comfortable than ever.

A rear compartment  
like none before.





When the going gets tough, the new GLS always retains its poise and composure
like no other in its class, with the fully active E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL suspension.
Both on- and off-road. A new electrified engine and a comprehensive Off-Road
Engineering package are optionally available to add the definitive final touch to the 
car’s unparalleled comfort.

The world’s most masterfully 
refined suspension.





Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive.
In the rush hour, during a long drive at night or on an unfamiliar 
route, your new GLS SUV noticeably takes the strain out of driving, 
particularly in stressful situations. It’s all down to a concept that 
makes every journey in a Mercedes-Benz a safer and exceptional
experience: Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive. Because the time 
you spend behind the wheel is your time. Time for relaxation. Time 
to replenish your energy. So that, first and foremost, you reach 
your destination safely, but are also relaxed when you get there.

EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS – DRIVING ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS

The Driving Assistance package Plus offers maximum comfort and safety on the road to 
autonomous driving. To supplement the Driving Assistance package you receive Active Stop-
and-Go Assist, which ideally takes the strain off you on motorways. A further benefit of this 
package is PRE-SAFE® Impulse Side, which can provide additional protection in side collisions 
caused by other vehicles.

The innovative PRE-SAFE® Sound generates a noise from the speakers and can trigger a 
natural protective reflex. This can protect the inner ear by damping the accident noise.

Optimum parking service on board. Active Parking Assist with 360° camera makes it easier
for you to find a parking space and to manoeuvre into and out of parking spaces. Here the 
choice is yours: park with ease yourself thanks to all-round visibility – or make things even 
easier still by getting the car to park for you.



Mercedes-Benz User Experience.
Infotainment to the highest GLS standard. The new Mercedes-Benz 
User Experience is designed to beguile. With your every look, every
word and every touch.

EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS – CONTROL AND DISPLAY CONVENIENCE

Augmented Reality Video helps you to cope better in complex traffic situations. The optionally
available system films the area around the moving vehicle with a camera, combines the 
live images with practical virtual traffic information and presents everything clearly on the
media display.

It takes just two little words from you – “Hey Mercedes” – to activate the intelligent natural-
speech LINGUATRONIC voice control system, which understands almost every word you 
speak and can even handle indirect language. The air conditioning will respond to “I feel cold” 
by setting a higher temperature, for example.

Enjoy the comfort of contactless control with the MBUX Interior Assistant: this innovative 
system captures and interprets your hand and arm movements, So you can activate selected 
functions in a matter of seconds. As part of this the system is able to differentiate between 
driver and front passenger – so that you reach precisely the menus you wish to use.



With the Widescreen Cockpit, the instrument display and media display form a visual 
unit. The two fully digital colour displays are combined beneath a shared glass cover and 
blend harmoniously into the interior design as a seamless surface. The media display 
is free-standing for the first time – an elegant eye-catching feature.

Widescreen Cockpit.
26 speakers and a system output of 1610 watts make the Burmester® high-end 3D 
surround sound system a high-end experience that you can conduct like your own personal 
orchestra. The sound can be adapted by means of five presets and adjusted individually
for each seat. In addition, a noise compensation system (VNC) adapts the sound dynami-
cally to the given driving situation. The speakers sport an equally stylish design, 
demonstrating premium class even when not a sound is to be heard.

Burmester® surround sound system.



23-inch wheels.
Tailor-made to suit your individual taste: the new GLS offers wheels of up to 23 inches 
in size, plus a stylish selection of different rim designs and colour variants. To add that 
final distinguishing flourish to your car’s appearance.

Panoramic sliding sunroof.
The panoramic sliding sunroof conjures up a wonderful feeling of freedom and a 
pleasantly light and airy atmosphere inside the vehicle. From the outside it lends the 
exterior an exclusive lightness of touch.



9G-TRONIC.
Leave the gear-shifting work to your vehicle: you will barely notice the gear changes made by the 9G-TRONIC automatic transmission. 
Nine gears enable low engine speeds, which reduces your fuel consumption and ensures a more pleasant noise level.

When you select the Comfort and ECO drive programs via DYNAMIC SELECT, the 9G-TRONIC will shift smoothly and efficiently through 
the nine gears for the ultimate in driving comfort. The transmission also comes with sporty credentials: at the push of a button you can 
enjoy fast, sporty gear changes while nevertheless remaining in the ideal engine speed range for much of the time. Sport mode raises 
performance accordingly for even greater driving enjoyment.



Standard equipment and appointments.
A bold presence with high-end credentials: the exterior combines typical SUV features 
with a powerful, cutting-edge design. The generous proportions exude effortless 
superiority and safety. Chrome elements add elegant and stylish highlights. Aerodynamic 
optimisation measures deliver first-class efficiency figures and ensure pleasantly quiet
driving acoustics.

Discover high-end elegance. High-quality materials, generous dimensions and intelligent
details form the basis for a luxurious atmosphere and comfortable travel in up to seven
seats. Standard on-board features include: multifunction sports steering wheel, Widescreen
Cockpit, MBUX multimedia system and automatic climate control.



The EXCLUSIVE interior. The AMG Line.
The EXCLUSIVE interior lends your vehicle a definitive finishing touch inside. 
Elegant details and stylish materials add individual highlights in keeping with your 
personal taste.

The expressive styling of the AMG Line lends your vehicle a thoroughly dynamic touch. 
For a clear distinction from the base model. Allowing you to make a clear statement for 
powerful design.



• 2 USB ports in the oddments tray, 1 x data-enabled,
• 2 X USB ports capable of charging in the 2nd seat row
• 4 USB ports capable of charging in the 3rd seat row
• 4-way lumbar support for driver
• 4-zone THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control
• Ambient lighting with 64 colours
• Cup holders in front and rear
• DAB Internet Radio+Bluetooth telephony/audio
• EASY-PACK tailgate
• Electrically adjustable front seats with seat cushion depth

adjustment
• Electrically adjustable second seat row
• Electrically folding seat backrests in the rear
• Front door sill panels with "Mercedes-Benz" lettering
• Front-passenger seat with seat occupancy sensor (WSS)
• Front Seat Memory Package
• Front seat heating
• Folding armrest in the rear
• Glove compartment, lockable and illuminated
• Hard-disc navigation with Live Traffic Information and Car-to-

X communication Interior Chrome package
• ISOFIX child seat securing system for safe attachment of i-

Size or ISOFIX child seats
• KEYLESS-GO Convenience package
• Map pocket on driver and front passenger seat backrests
• MBUX multimedia system (NTG6) with LINGUATRONIC (with

natural speech recognition, activated via "Hey Mercedes")
• Stowage compartment in the front/rear doors
• Spectacles compartment
• Touchpad in the centre console

• Smartphone Integration (Apple CarPlay + Android Auto)
• Third seat row with two full seats (for passengers up to

1.94 m in height)
• Upholstery in black leather
• Upper part of dashboard in ARTICO man-made leather
• Widescreen Cockpit comprising 2 displays (each with a

screen diagonal of 12.3 inches)
• Wireless charging system for mobile devices in the

oddments tray

GLS
Standard interior equipment

Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers.



GLS
Standard exterior equipment
• 4MATIC all-wheel drive with Torque on Demand 9G-TRONIC 

automatic transmission
• 19" twin-spoke light-alloy wheels
• Active Lane Keeping Assist
• Active Braking Assist
• Airbags for driver and front passenger
• AIRMATIC with ADS Plus
• Aluminium-look roof rails
• ATTENTION ASSIST
• Beltline trim strip in chrome
• Braking system with anti-lock brakes (ABS), acceleration skid 

control (ASR) and active yaw control (GMR)
• Chrome package: Window line trim strip and also underguard 

at front and rear Cruise control with speed limiter
• Downhill Speed Regulation (DSR)
• DYNAMIC SELECT
• Elongated bonnet with two power domes
• ESP® Curve Dynamic Assist
• Exhaust system with 2 chrome-plated twin tailpipe trim 

elements
• Heated exterior mirrors, electrically adjustable from inside
• Kneebag for driver
• Magic Vision Control
• MULTIBEAM LED headlamps
• Mirror package: electrically folding exterior mirrors, surround 

lighting with projection of brand logo
• Parking package: Parking Assist, reversing camera, 

PARKTRONIC Rear Cross Traffic Alert and Drive Away Assist
• PRE-SAFE® system
• Radiator trim with 2 chrome-plated louvres in an SUV design
• Side impact airbags for driver and front passenger

• Suspension with electronically controlled damping system
• Sliding panoramic sunroof
• Speed Limit Assist
• Tyre pressure monitoring system
• Window airbags
• Urban Guard

Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers.



• Beltlines in black ARTICO man-made leather
• Black velour floor mats with black leather-look edging

and metal badge with  "Mercedes-Benz" lettering
• Instrument panel in ARTICO man-made leather in

black, macchiato beige or espresso brown depending
on appointments colour

• Steering wheel with airbag cover in nappa leather with
double topstitching

• Trim Elements in a choice of High-gloss anthracite
lime wood (H18), Open-pore brown walnut wood
(H22), Anthracite open-pore oak wood (H31).

GLS
Exclusive interior equipment



GLS
Night package from* €1,019

* Price subject to model specification. Only available for AMG Line

• 21-inch AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted in black and
with a high-sheen finish (RWH)

• AMG front apron in A-wing design with trim strip in high-gloss black
• AMG rear apron with diffuser-look insert in black and trim strip in

high-gloss Dark-tinted heat-insulating glass from the B-pillar
• Exterior mirror housings painted in high-gloss black
• Radiator grille with louvre in high-gloss black
• Roof rails in matt black
• Simulated underguard in high-gloss black
• Window line trim strip and beltline trim strip in high-gloss black



GLS
AMG Line from* €10,471

* Price subject to model specification
Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers.

• Multifunction sports steering wheel, 3-spoke design steering wheel,
with flattened bottom section and perforated grip area

• 21-inch AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted in titanium grey
with a high-sheen finish (RWF), other AMG wheels up 23 inches
optional.

• AMG brushed stainless steel sports pedals with black rubber studs
• AMG bodystyling
• AMG floor mats in black velour with "AMG" lettering
• AMG front apron with striking, sporty air outlets in the wheel arch

linings
• AMG rear apron with diffuser-look insert in black and trim strip in

chrome
• AMG side skirts painted in the vehicle colour
• Control panels, Touch Control buttons and shift paddles plus steering
• wheel bezel in silver chrome
• Flared wheel arches at front and rear, painted in the vehicle colour
• Finished in black nappa leather with black topstitching
• Sports brake system with perforated front brake discs and brake

calliper trim with "Mercedes-Benz" lettering



GLS
Premium package from* €4,540

• Burmester surround sound system
• Driving Assistance Package
• ENERGIZING Package
• MBUX Augmented Reality
• Parking package with 360 degree camera
• Soft close doors

* Price subject to model specification
Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers. 



GLS
Premium Plus package from* €7,436

• Burmester Surround Sound System
• Driving Assistance Package Plus
• Head-up display
• MBUX Augmented Reality
• Parking Package with 360 degree camera
• Soft close doors

* Price subject to model specification
Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers.



GLS
Executive Rear package from *€11,848

• Climatised rear seats
• Multi contour rear seats
• Rear Thermotronic
• Rear Side bags
• Rear Comfort Package Plus

* Price subject to model specification
Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers.



GLS
Rear Comfort package plus from* €4,534

• Adjustable side bolsters
• Angle adjustment
• Elaborately padded auxiliary cushions
• Extended centre console
• Integrated illuminated stowage compartment with 2 USB ports
• Luxury head restraints for the 2nd seat row
• Removable MBUX rear-seat tablet
• Stowage compartment for travelling utensils
• Widened luxury centre armrest
• Wireless charging system for mobile devices
• 2 integrated cup holders keep bottles or mugs securely in place

within reach

* Price subject to model specification
Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers.



GLS
Optional equipment

From*

Aluminium-look, illuminated running boards with rubber studs

AIR-BALANCE package €853

€1,592

Burmester® high-end 1,610 watts 3D surround sound system

Burmester® 590 watts surround sound system

Climatised front seats

Dashboard and door beltlines in ARTICO man-made leather 

DINAMICA microfibre roof liner in black

Driving Assistance package

E-Active Body Control

Exclusive Interior (Not available for the GLS 63 or Maybach)

Head-up Display

€12,486

€2,167

€1,963
€1,147

€4,076

€3,452

€16,562

€1,552

€2,776

Off-Road Engineering package

Multi-contour front seats, active cushions inc massage

Rear seat entertainment system 

Seat heating for the 3rd seat row

Sporty Engine sound

THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control in the rear

Trailer coupling with ESP® trailer stabilisation 

Trailer Manoeuvring Assist

Wood/leather multifunction steering wheel

Heated multifunction steering wheel €662

Heated rear seats €916

MBUX augmented reality for navigation €995

€3,336MBUX Innovation Package

€4,689

€4,841

€5,988

€916

€893

€1,760

€2,445

€893

€1,505

* Price subject to model specification
Owing to supply shortages, options for vehicles may be temporarily restricted, resulting in modified vehicle and/or package pricing . Regularly updated information on this issue is available from Mercedes-Benz dealers. 



Paints

149 – polar (Optional)

040 – Black (Standard)

992 – selenite grey 
(Optional)

859 – mojave silver 
(Optional)

197 – obsidian black 
(Optional)

992 – hight-tech silver 
(Optional)

996 – designo hyacinth 
red metallic (Optional)

989 – emerald green 
(Optional)

799 – designo diamond 
white bright (Optional)

Uni Metallic designo



Upholstery – Rough Leather / Leather

201A - black (Standard)
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r

214A - Rough leather / leather - espresso brown / black
(Optional)

215A - Leather - macchiato beige / black 
(Optional)
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Upholstery – Leather Nappa

951 - Nappa Leather - Black
(Optional)
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Trims

Option
al

Designo

H46 - Brushed aluminium 
trim with light longitudinal 
grain

H64 – Metal-weave 
trim

H31 – Anthracite open-pore 
oak wood trim elements

H86 – AMG carbon-fibre 
trim

H34 – designo high-gloss 
brown lightlines lime wood

H35 – designo black 
flamed open-pore ash 
wood

H18 – High-gloss anthracite 
lime wood trim 

H22 – Brown open-pore 
walnut wood trim

Standard



21-inch AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels -
RWF -Standard AMG Line wheel

21-inch 5-spoke light-alloy wheels - R76 

-Optional wheel (Discontinued)

20-inch 5-spoke light-alloy wheels - R33 - Optional wheel

20-inch 8-spoke light-alloy wheels - 94R - Optional

wheel

19-inch 6-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels - 36R -
Base Line Standard

19-inch 5-twin light-alloy wheels -65R -
Optional wheel

21-inch AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels - RWH
- Optional AMG Line wheel

Wheels

Base Line wheels AMG Line wheels

21-inch 5-triple-spoke light-alloy wheels - 95R -

Optional wheel

22-inch AMG multi-spoke light-alloy wheels - RPA -
Optional AMG Line wheel

22-inch AMG multi-spoke light-alloy wheels - RPB -
Optional AMG Line wheel

23-inch AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels - RPQ -
Optional AMG Line wheel



E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL.
A totally new active suspension is available for the new GLS in the guise of E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL. This incorporates 
the camera-based lane recognition system ROAD SURFACE SCAN and the CURVE active curve inclination function, and 
is able to assess the driving situation, speed and load. Damping and level control are automatically adjusted for each 
wheel accordingly. For excellent ride comfort and outstanding stability – on and off the road alike.



Not an SUV. An AMG.
Every Mercedes-AMG is a masterpiece in its own right, with an unmistakable character. What unites 
our performance vehicles and sports cars is their irrepressible sporting spirit. Their passion for top 
performance. It is generated at the point where engineering skill meets a very special attitude: 
the spirit of AMG. We believe that you have to keep on challenging limits in order to achieve 
new goals. We accept nothing as a given. Because limits are imposed by people, and it’s 
also people who can overcome them. It’s this attitude that enables us to achieve 
outstanding performance for the race track – and for the road.

Welcome to the world of AMG.

www.mercedes-amg.com





Technical data.

400d 4MATIC

Displacement (cc) 2.925 2.925

Rated output1 (kW [HP] at rpm) 210 [286]/3.400 - 4.600 243 [330]/3.600 - 4.200

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 7 6.3

Top speed (km/h) 2273 2383

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

10.0 - 8.6

6.9 - 6.1

8.1 - 7.1

10.0 - 8.6

7.0 - 6.1 

8.1 - 7.1

Combined CO2 emissions4 (g/km) 212- 187 213 - 187

Emissions class5/efficiency class6 C - A C - A

Diesel Engines

350D 4MATIC

1 Information about the rated output according to Regu ation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently applicable version . 2 Available temporarily. 3 Electronically limited. 4 The stated figures were determined according to 
the prescribed measurement method. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Art. 2 No. 1 Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. Fuel consumption figures have been calculated on this basis. More information
about the official fuel consumption and the official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is available in the publication entitled “Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-Emissionen und den Stromverbrauch
neuerPersonenkraftwagen” [“Guidelines concerning the fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and electricity consumption of new passenger cars”], available free of charge from all retailers and from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand

GmbH (www.dat.de). The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures will vary

according to the optional equipment selected. 5 Information only valid within the European Union. May vary from country to country. 6 Determined on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into consideration the 
vehicle mass. Only valid for Germany. For more technical data, please visit www.mercedes-benz.com

Displacement (cc) 2.999

Rated output1 (kW [HP] at rpm) 270 [367]/5.500 - 6.100

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 6.2

Top speed (km/h) 2463

Fuel consumption4 ( l /100 km)

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

12.0 - 11.5 
.7.8 - 7.4
9.3- 9.0

Combined CO2 emissions4 (g/km) 212- 206

Emissions class5/efficiency class6 C - A

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.

Petrol Engines

450 4MATIC



Dimensions.
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1 With minimum to maximum tyre size at normal or highway level. 2 With rear bench seat moved forward by 100 mm. All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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Welcome to your Mercedes-Benz world.

Imagine if …you could connect with your Mercedes-Benz? With Mercedes 

me connect, you can! Mercedes me connect offers you new connectivity 

services that make driving more comfortable and incorporates your car 

into your personal lifestyle.

Standard Services

• Maintenance Management

• Telediagnostics

• Breakdown Management

• Accident Recovery

• Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call System

Remote Online Services1

• Remote Retrieval of Vehicle Status (fuel level, tyre pressure etc.)

• Parked Vehicle Locator

• Vehicle Tracker

• Geofencing

• Door lock / unlock function

Getting connected is easy. Just set up your Mercedes me account and get in 

touch with your Mercedes-Benz dealer to connect your vehicle to your profile 

to access your Mercedes me connect services.

Contact your dealer to get connected, or go to www.mercedes.me 

for more details.

Mercedes me

1 Can be used with Remote Online special feature. 
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Motor Distributors Ltd.
Naas Road
Dublin 12
Ireland
www.mercedes-benz.ie

Information correct at time of going to print. Prices and specifications are subject to change without prior 
notice. Prices quoted do not include dealer and delivery related charges. Images are for illustrative purposes 
only, actual product may vary. For more specific information in relation to the range of models, features, 
optional extras, colours and services available please speak to your local authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer.

22 Follow us on the following social media channels:

facebook.com/MercedesBenzIreland

twitter.com/MB_IRELAND

pinterest.com/mercedesbenzire

  youtube.com/mercedesbenzireland

linkedin.com/company/motor

-

distributors

-

ltd

 instagram.com/mercedesbenz_ireland
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